The Dean’s List

On behalf of Franklin College, I am pleased that the following individuals have achieved distinction in their academic work at Franklin College during the past semester. Their grade point average for the semester was 3.5 or better.

Freshmen
Fall 2021-22

Olivia Alvey
Tiana Arthur
John Asplund
Gage Bayne
Jonathan Campos
Noah Carter
Kevin Collier
Elaina Connell
Sarah Cooper
Dane Crick
Dawson Dallape
Jacob Deere
David Fox
Kaitlynn Frey
Dustin Garrison
Ashley Geldmeier
Trae Haley
Jonathan Hicks
Brandon Jenkins
Alayna Kenworthy
Robert Knight

Sage Langdon
Timothy Leonard
Karli Manship
Elayna Mason
Delaney McCafferty
Juliet McCoy
Kiara McGuyre
Makenna Mundy
Ashlyn Myers
Lucas Paddock
Emily Peters
Logan Ramsey
Sterling Sampson
Collin Sanders
Elizabeth Sekhon
Savannah Shadday
Damian Tillie
Molly Wallace
Jailyn Wheatley
Heidi Williams
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Sophomore
Fall 2021-22

Kayla Bailey
Xain Ballenger
Kathryn Brown
Devin Byers
Sydney Carson
Eli Cochrane
Nolan Cook
Andrew Daugherty
Andrew Deppe
Brayden Devenport
Nickolas Fry
Alona Gilpin
Jacob Glover
Aaran Greenwell
Noah Harris
John Hasquin
Hunter Hatfield
Hillari Hensley
Kaitlyn Hewitt
Lucas Hinderliter

Chloe Holder
Nathaniel Jarboe
Wyatt McCullough
Drew McGaha
De’Shayvion McRath
Owen Ogle
Lauren Pendleton
Erin Perkins
Averi Phelps
Samantha Phillips
Grace Ramey
Caleb Roge
Emily Rollett
Savannah Root
Claire Sampson
Noah Sigler
Jada Tooley
Natalie Venable
Dalen Williams
Alyssa Zemlyak
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Junior
Fall 2021-22

Lora Adkins
Titus Ammerman
Aaron Baker
Sydney Byerly
Alli Campbell
Justin Case
Dillin Collins
Gauge Creech
Emily Cumbee
Aaron Davidson
Elliot Davidson
Sierra Downey
Spencer Downhour
Matthew Earley
Garrett Fogle
Josh Folkestad
Jack Goodhue
Trenton Hartlage
Abigail Holmer
Madison Holmer
Faith Jackson
JaSaun Johnson
Noah Johnson
Collen Kincaid
Megan Kincaid
Jasmine Linville
Kristen Locke
Andrea Loos
Maya McCloud
Magdalene McGuire
Parker Mullins
Elaina Page
Logan Parker
Sydney Pitts
Ethan Pollett
Kinsey Price
Garrett Ramsey
Shea Reynolds
Baleigh Riddle
Mackenzie Riffey
Austin Sewell
Victoria Simmons
Maecee Terhune
Brooks Wathen
Blaine Wentzell
Ryan Wiggins
Mara Wilson
Peighton Zebrowski
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Senior
Fall 2021-22

Camryn Allen
Britany App
Emmarae Arensdorff
Avery Auton
Quindelyn Bailey
Sydney Bostic
Alivia Brewer
Nicholas Burk
Lauren Burker
Haley Card
Haley Carney
David Carpenter
Justin Clary
Henry Davidson
Taylor Dixon
Qasim Elhabrush
Nicholas Elmendorf
Emma Foley
Allison Gootee
Alyssa Harmon
Lily Hayes
Garett Hill
Samantha Hinkleman
Evan Hosea
Billie Jarrett
Trey Jones
Shelby Keith

Kitley Kern
Devyn Kerr
Cameron Mcabee
Maggie McComas
Ty McCory
Andrew McFarland
Nicholas Mock
Bryinne Newland
Rebecca Pfeifer
Madison Pifer
August Proctor
Irais Ramirez
Zachary Roberts
Elizabeth Roseman
Ian Seim
Grace Shaffer
Madison Short
Kara Simon
Taylor Tatlock
Makiah Thomas
Alexander Turner
Hannah Vatland
Grace Vicars
Lindsey Wakefield
Chelsie Whorton
Natalie Wilson